
writings 5.17- 11.17 
 
regulation of buying and selling 
gifts and recipients 
water finding its level 
voltage and power 
 
Sound is different indoor and out - reverb off, birds. distant traffic. 
 
Houses have sounds. 
 
zeno is a paradox of anticipation 
 
heartbeat is the digital part of time 
 
Be content with robins. 
 
joy is the anti-trump and it is our best offense 
 
the fragility of his ego tells you about the brutality of his dad 
 
it's all around - you just have to notice it. 
 
one hand the friend of the other, extend friendliness to self 
 
dream: gathering of musicians and artists at pool. I talk with younger couple, they drop 
names I do not know. I say career looks different at my age. There is no food for me. 
Yacht people. Mafia-like guy brings pizza. I don't get any. 
 
Can you enjoy your own mind? 
 
I'm speaking in tongues. 
 
Beethoven is the anti-trump. B is about joy, and that is what we need now. 
 
Civilization is about showing some and hiding some parts of ourselves, like clothing. 
 
It's all good? It's all interesting, anyway. 
 
Recorded human players are just like a different kind of machine. 
 
What I like about midi is its innocence. 
 
My heart sings - it is a kaddish. 
 



I felt like I was in danger of getting left out of life, and only playing music would keep 
me somehow attached. 
 
what is compassion for the self? 
 
music is my expression of gratitude for being alive. 
 
music always sounds impossible and miraculous - like magic. 
 
One must preserve the awe and wonder, even when you know how. 
 
but not be a "mighty king of the jungle" 
 
Don't be a farmer despairing because the fruit is not yet ripe. 
 
Never allow yourself to be bullied. Speed kills. 
 
there is nothing. no news no email no letters no calls. nothing to look at. only something 
to do. 
 
Is it a bad habit of not looking directly but only obliquely? 
 
use heartbeat as metronome, and move from hips. 
 
There is no time for perfection - run with what you've got. 
 
Poking windows through lots of things for the light. We need to make windows in our 
prison. 
 
"you've had yours" 
 
It's enough to give you some sympathy for these players - and for yourself.  
 
Most ideas are only half right. 
 
If you can't bring your inner cave man, you are all alone. 
 
Dark music for dark times. You don't have to advertize it. but greater simplicity may be 
in order. Nevertheless the world is full of delights. 
 
Try not to let the older pain bleed through.  
 
Never attempt mastery of B's fugue. 
 
Loyalty to a narcissist - it's costs and benefits, its dangers and blindness. the impossibility 
of autonomy and the resentment of the autonomy of others. the wholesale acceptance of 



values and points of view, opinions, delusions, history, mythology. What follows the 
death of narcissists? 
 
There is enough material on this plane right now - I may not need the other one. 
 
Dream: I meet Post reviewer and say he should be at our concerts because we are doing 
the most interesting programming in town. He is dubious and discouraged - wants to 
produce a Bach work that no one knows. I say, just do it. 
 
Rest does not necessarily mean silence. 
 
Counterpoint - the ability to hear two (or more) different things at the same time. 
Harmony - the melding of these things into a larger whole. 
 
What have I learned about music? Inner music, the body. the song within. 
 
harmony, modulation, like little girls'  "cootie catchers" (aka "fortune tellers"). jump rope 
songs. repetition. 
 
the demonic - from whence. diabolical, virtuosic, paganini. 
 
identification of the tone within noise, a first step to intervals and then harmony. 
harmonization and dissonance. 
 
The fundamental unit of time is the heartbeat. Breathing already counterpoint or 
polyrhythm. And then there is walking… 
 
Music is a tool - use it. 
 
Bi-chordality in Bach partita fantasia, displaced harmonic references, harmonic 
anticipations, "passing tones". 
 
millionaire fantasies, contentment fantasies, generosity fantasies, defeat and despair, 
optimism, realism. places to explore and go, general directions, re-alignments. how to 
improve, simplify, amplify, adapt, refine, expand, accept. 
 
serve as demonstration and example of values. be the thing that you want to see. 
 
magical watering can commission. 
 
harmony: like things together. counterpoint: unlike things together. 
 
decoration, ornamentation, simplicity. vocal lines are most prominent. modes invite a 
new set of harmonies. 
 
fantasy and magical imagery. commissions and commands and requests. 



 
propositions, offers you can't refuse. 
 
middle class positioning as ratchet mechanism - reason that info does not appear to 
register on faces. 
 
don't be afraid of whole notes - they don't mean anything. 
 
If you think that life experience deepens music, you are always practicing. 
 
Bach - play it like a piano, with freedom. it's a translation. 
 
The genie that grants wishes - better be careful what you wish for! 
 
accompanying without ego, listening to the other so much that one's own is submerged in 
togetherness, understanding how the other amplifies and gives meaning to your own. 
 
Dictionary of music: counterpoint, harmony, syncopation, swing, modulation, meter, 
jazz, classical, folk, acoustic, acoustic vs amped, computer, silence, rests and rest, 
hierarchy of voices, class, directions: up, down, lateral; "wrong" notes, dissonance, mode. 
 
arpeggios, scales, broken chords, chords, trills. 
 
is pain more virtuous than pleasure? 
 
don't let it turn you to stone. 
 
oddly, faster and memorized is sometimes easier and more effective, and legato can be 
natural and helpful. 
 
much of the confusion about piano playing comes from the illusion that one is making the 
music. The composer and the piano are making music - one is simply putting one's 
fingers in the right places at the right times. And listening. 
 
reading music like reading the Bible, what rakowski calls "sticks up your ass": "that's not 
in the score" "Rubinstein could do that, but not you", "it says forte",  "there is no rit. 
there", "that is self-indulgent", "he didn't write that", "it's a triplet", "that's not a 
quintuplet", "that is inconsistent", "it says forte", "that is only 2 beats", "that won't 
project", "too much pedal", cantabile", "it says Allegro", "the voicing is all wrong", "not 
enough color", "that's uneven", you are bunching the notes", "too much pedal", "he writes 
a pedal change", "he says staccato", "play it 'right' first before you try to take liberties". 
 
you have to play it wrong in order to play it right. 
 
"The difficulties of physics are fundamentally problems of notation" Feynman. Same 
with music. 



 
beware tmi - there is such a thing as accompaniment, which can be vanishing if 
unnecessary. 
 
notating Hendrix: it's a single note, the most interesting parts are not indicated by 
traditional conventional musical notation and that goes for Mozart as well. 
 
If I can hear the voice of Thelma's Baldwin, everything is ok. 
 
magical in effect, but not in production. 
 
that the act of playing was not special, just fingers on notes in some reasonably 
comfortable and efficient way, no special effects, no heroic actions. The power and 
impact emotionally is just that - independent of the means required. The impression of 
the heroic doesn't require heroic means. No exaggeration or pretense is required, nothing 
superhuman. just play it and hear it. 
 
The idea that you have to make an excuse every time you do something that is not robotic 
is insane. That is completely backwards. 
 
Let the pieces tell you what to do . 
 
people don't seem to gather for entertainment any more. 
 
take a break from the news! 
 
The mazurka is a certain kind of swing, like tango, waltz, and turkish dance. 
 
music illuminates the soul of the player as well as the vision of the composer. watch out! 
 
feelings are summaries, shorthand, condensation, prejudice. summations of thoughts plus 
body = feelings 


